A theory of financial instability, positively verified through adverse consequences of the global financial crisis that started in 2007, demonstrates the significance put on adequate decision making in present age. Thus, optimization of operations in this respect applies to providing suitable frameworks for supervision and functioning of financial markets which may be more predictable and secure for individual stakeholders.
Instead of the Introduction -The Largest Speculative Bubble Worldwide
The global financial crisis which surfaced at the end of the first decade in the 21st century on the US subprime mortgage market, had its origins in 2001. Back at that time the dotcom bubble, inflated by the investment banks over preceding years (since the second half of 1990s), finally burst. The crash and consequent losses estimated at USD 5 trillion caused the collapse of the NY stock exchange with regard to internet companies. The investigation conducted by Attorney General Eliot Spitzer showed that the market slump itself did not occur by pure chance but was an outcome of premeditated operations carried out by the largest financial institutions. The investment banks intentionally promoted these internet companies even though they knew that the companies would fail (explaining later that it was a common practice). The investigation, completed in December 2002, led to the settlement which obliged ten of the US top investment firms involved to pay a total of USD 1.5 billion in penalties and commit themselves to reforming the practices used to make money by unfair means (Atkinson, Ezell, Andes, Castro, Bennett, 2010) .
In the aftermath of the crisis in the US internet market, income tax was reduced and the FED lowered interest rates (from 6.5% in 2000 to 1.75% in 2004) (White, 2007) and therefore made it possible for the banks to extend mortgages at a low interest rate for housing. In this way, the self-propelling spiral driving economic prosperity was put in motion, however this situation could not continue indefinitely. The demand for housing was on the rise due to easy access to mortgages and the granting of mortgages on a massive scale, which was accompanied by rising house prices. The bankers assumed that real estate would maintain its value as home price appreciation in the US had seemed an unstoppable trend since WW2. For these reasons the forecast models for risk analysis of this investment portfolio did not practically consider any risk with regard to default in payment of loans by borrowers.
In 1996-2006 the housing prices soared as much as to double in the US. The value of subprime mortgages in the funds increased from USD 30 billion per annum to almost USD 600 billion. The largest subprime mortgage originator in the US market was Countrywide Financial Corp. which from a generated trading at USD 11 billion posted USD 4 billion profit (from which almost half stemmed from subprime mortgages) (Mason, 2010) . Whereas the largest underwriter of subprime mortgages was Lehman Brothers (over USD 106.4 trillion in [2005] [2006] (Dunbar, Donald, 2009) . <Figure 1 about here> At the time of robust demand for mortgages the investment banks borrowed such large amounts as to enable them to create a growing number of increasingly complicated derivatives. A borrower was easily granted a mortgage on preferential conditions, i.e. at low, fixed and introductory or "teaser" rates which were supposed to be in effect for just a short period (usually 2-3 years), at which point the rate was to climb, reaching a floating rate as a result of an increase in real estate prices in the market which then allowed for subsequent refinancing mortgage. The banks took it for granted that subprime mortgages are extended for borrowers with lower credit rating (having less income) which did not guarantee payment at an increased rate -without a necessity to refinance. Both the banks as well as rating agencies were misled with a belief that was fed by constantly rising home prices. On the other hand such a conviction could serve as a credible explanation for a meltdown of this market segment, while the real reasons behind such dodgy activities performed by the banks were fuelled by an urge to boost their own short-term gains by taking on maximum risk.
The subprime market operated in the following way: housing prices climbed, so mortgages were refinanced at a lower interest rate because as the house became worth more it was followed by a lower rate mortgage and a mortgage was again refinanced until a borrower became the owner of the property, paying exceptionally low interests over the whole period of the mortgage (Goodhart, 2009 ). On top of that the banks started to issue securities called collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs) on a large scale (as the major type of an asset-backed security) pursuant to procedures defined in 1983 by the First Boston bank and Salomon Brothers. Thus, the banks disposed of risky mortgages, shifting the default risk of home mortgages and all the related threats to an investor.
The mortgage market, thus, spiralled out of the banks control. First, most of mortgages were granted through advisors/intermediaries (almost 60%) who after concluding the agreement were released from any responsibility for further consequences arising from signing the agreement. Second, banks disposing the collateralized mortgage obligations were not interested in thorough vetting of potential borrowers' economic credibility (Sikorka, Wiatrak, 2011) .
At the time when the market operated in a stabile manner without any fluctuations, making profit on mortgage-financed real estate was widespread. The whole mechanism, however, ceased to operate in the wake of the US economic downturn in 2006-2007. To stave off the inflation risk the Fed was forced to increase the interest rates, which led to insolvency of borrowers, thus shifting the risk of payment onto investors. The investors mostly included investment funds, banks, insurance companies, or other companies which purchased securities in this market segment. Many of these institutions plunged into multi million debts and to avoid going bust they had to incur loans from other banks to discharge their liabilities.
The value of the sector was high as the fuelled demand for mortgage enhanced the value of the real estate market and the rating agencies often conferred the highest rating "AAA" on this type of securities. When a large portion of borrowers were unable to pay off their liabilities, there was a decline in financial instruments backed by loans. An enforced securitization of mortgages (selling off the whole mortgage to external entities or its portion backed by income from mortgage) spread the risk onto the global markets, which in turn caused a global liquidity crisis (triggered by lack of possibilities to localize the risk underlying mortgage-backed securities) (Benedyczuk, Boruch, 2009 ).
In most cases the crisis most deeply affected ordinary people of the specific country or region where devaluation took place. In the global crisis of the 21 st century as many as nine of the largest bankruptcies were ranked on the list of 22 most spectacular bankruptcies ever (they were on top of the list) (Ross, 2011) . Whereas in terms of value, the total value of nine bankruptcies prompted by the ramifications of the financial crisis in 2007 amounted to over USD 1.3 trillion (USD 1,347.9 million) and represented almost 72% value of 22 largest bankruptcies ever altogether.
Solely the problems outlined which stem from the latest financial crisis allow for formulating the hypothesis that in the theory of financial instability decision processes may be optimized due to new architecture for oversight across the global financial system. Its objective would be, above all, safeguarding stakeholders of the financial markets from unfair practices, and on occasion from activities, criminal in their character, deliberately devised. risk related to lack of possibilities to regain receivables, resell owned assets which ultimately brings about collapse of their prices (resulting from herd behaviour of stakeholders) <Figure 2 about here> It is the collapse of the market which has an adverse impact on the whole economy. A level of investment as well as consumption demand declines, causing decreased GDP, reduction of employment, increased saving habits among individuals. Furthermore, the black economy is boosted while the state budget generates smaller revenues, which then results in further economic slowdown and even recession (Kluza, Cholewinski, 2010) .
The time when the financial pyramid breaks down as a consequence of numerous speculative operations has come to be known as a "Minsky moment". It proves impossible to maintain a banking system without government intervention as the negative structure of financial markets is too robust to be overcome by individual financial institutions (Whallen, 2007) .
It may be indicated that Hyman Minsky's theory of financial instability has been positively evidenced through negative implications of the recent financial slump in 2007. Effective financial control, and thus appropriate state institutional supervision is necessary to the whole process of safeguarding financial markets.
According to Minsky, the key role in this process should be played by the central bank through maintaining liquidity on financial markets (a policy of interest rates is regarded as minor in this process), and appropriate regulation of the entire financial sector (Kluza, Cholewinski, 2010) .
European Optimization Processes with Regard to Prevention of Financial Instability
In presenting the issues of optimization of decision processes designed to mitigate the risk of financial instability it is necessary to make reference to the EU member states which formed the first integration group to undertake the measures in this respect. Perceiving the unstable situation of interconnected financial systems, the states of the European Community ,with the assistance of Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso, established in November 2008 the so-called high level expert group on EU financial supervision, composed of eight representatives and chaired by Jacque de Larosière. The group's report published in 2009 constituted the basis for the European Commission to set out new proposals of solutions for European financial supervision. In its Communication on Financial Supervision in Europe published in May 2009 the European Commission proposed (in conformity with recommendations made by the high level expert group) establishment of a supervisory framework for the European financial market, based on two pillars, intended to enhance optimization of decision processes in respect of financial instability:
 Macro-prudential supervision -conducted by the European Systemic Risk Board ERRS charged with monitoring and assessing potential macroeconomic threats in the financial system (providing an early warning of system-wide risks, issuing recommendations for scope and direction of actions in order to tackle these risks). The Board is shored up in its administrative, logistic, statistics and information operations by the European Central Bank -ECB (also taking advantage of expertise of national central banks and supervising institution) while retaining its autonomy. In view of the significant responsibility of the ERRS it is the responsibility of the ECB president to supervise this organ (at least the for the first part of its five year term) (Regulation OJ L 331/1, 2010), It should be noted that major responsibilities of the European Supervisory Authorities are as follows:
 Establish high quality consistent supervisory practices and standards for the financial market in the EU (including those related to regulation projects and executive technical standards),  Participate in implementation and application of legally binding EU acts (setting up a common supervisory organizational culture and counteracting regulatory arbitrage, conducting mediation and settlement of disputes between relevant organs, actions in situations of increased risk and extraordinary cases, ensuring coherent operations carried out by boards of supervisory authorities), Thus, it is evident that it embraces a wide spectrum of optimization actions intended to finally provide a more effective opportunity for assessing risk of financial instability and leading to effective regulations in this respect.
Conclusions
When analysing optimization of decision processes in the theory of financial instability, it is necessary to take into account the fact that optimal decisions, from the perspective of stakeholders in present-day financial markets operating solely to boost capitalization of possessed assets (often of speculative nature), are not always in compliance with law and may engender catastrophic effects. It seems that the issue of regulating the whole segment of the financial market constitutes a significant process of optimization changes which may further safeguard individual countries or regions against an economic slump triggered by increasing risk of financial instability. Therefore, it is certain that in a short-term or medium-term perspective other countries will also revise their national systems of financial supervision and substantially modify them. 
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